Authorization Suite
Take referral + authorization management out
of manual mode
Big things happen for healthcare providers that replace manual referral and authorization processes
with Waystar’s Authorization solution platform. Very quickly, they improve revenue by hundreds of
thousands or even millions of dollars. They also free up countless medical and administrative staff hours
spent calling payers or checking payer websites to verify which services will be covered.

Automate the entire referral + authorization process with a single,
intelligent platform
Automated referral + auth initiation and status
verification. Powered by Waystar’s patented
Hubble technology, the Authorization Suite rapidly
determines whether a referral or an authorization
is required, and expedites both the initiation and
automatic status inquiry directly with payers. RPA
technology significantly reduces manual efforts
by at least half the time, providing organizations
an efficient end-to-end referral and authorization
clearance experience.
Houses all the latest referral + authorization
rules from payers. Say goodbye forever to the
morass of spreadsheets and notebooks that
almost always contain outdated information.
With a library of more than 1 million updated
payer rules, users easily keep current with
ever-evolving referral and authorization
requirements for different services.

Exception-Based worklist. Now your staff has
an integrated worklist that not only shows which
scheduled services still require a referral or an
authorization, but it also pushes user alerts for
at-risk accounts.
Flags and Generates ABNs & Non-Coverage Notices.
Finally, a Medical Necessity solution that goes beyond
just Medicare. Waystar’s Medical Necessity module,
a component of the Authorization Suite, quickly
detects and flags procedures that won’t be covered by
Medicare or commercial payers, and generates ABNs
and Notices of Non-Coverage to patients.
Minimizes Risk with Inpatient Admission
Notification. Additional features automatically
notify payers of inpatient admissions, even during
the middle of the night and on weekends, further
reducing denial risk and relieving administrative
burden from staff.

SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE DENIALS AND WRITE-OFFS | ACCELERATE CASH FLOW |
INCREASE NET REVENUE | OPTIMIZE STAFF TIME | IMPROVE PATIENT SATISFACTION

How Hubble makes RCM smarter
Health information systems are good at managing patient data. But imagine a system
that can also automatically retrieve and present authorization status on every procedure.
Or discover which claims are going to be paid or denied and the reasons for denial. Or wrap
up a patient registration with an accurate estimate of what the patient will owe. Those are
just some of the highly manual tasks that Hubble can automate within widely-used HIS
and Revenue Cycle workflow systems.
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Meet Hubble, Waystar’s AI + RPA platform that intelligently
automates authorization management
It’s highly intelligent. It never stops working. Waystar’s Hubble technology breaks records and chains for
Patient Access departments trapped in a mire of payer red tape. Hubble’s advanced artificial intelligence
and robotic process automation platform takes the revenue cycle to the next level by gathering real-time
information from your health information system and payer websites in order to automate the entire
referral and authorization process. Hubble grows smarter and faster with every exchange, allowing your
staff to do a lot more with less, while reducing denial risk and write-offs.
Proprietary Intelligence

Unmatched Technology

Proven Experience

• Removes most referral and auth
tasks from manual intervention

• Scales to accommodate large
health provider needs

• A portfolio of recognized and
referenceable customers

• Credentialed access to 300+
payer portals in states across
the country

• Easily integrates with most
major HIS and Revenue Cycle
systems

• More experience obtaining
and interpreting authorization
data than any other vendor

• Patented technology retrieves
referral and auth status on
countless procedures in
minutes—more than manual
efforts could obtain in a year

• Queries and retrieves data
from multiple sources to bring
back complete answers

• Revenue cycle management
solutions in active use at 900+
hospitals around the country
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Waystar simplifies and unifies healthcare payments with innovative, cloud-based technology. Together, our technology, data and client support
streamline workflows and improve financials for our clients, so they can focus on their patients.
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